DRESS AT THE GREENBRIER

Please accept our appreciation for your adherence to and support of our dress codes. At The Greenbrier, we are very proud of our time-honored traditions and impeccable standards. We are thankful that you – our valued guests – are helping us to maintain these traditions that have been such an important part of The Greenbrier’s heritage for generations of guests.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

The Greenbrier Dress Code must be adhered to for the greater enjoyment of all guests. Robes and swimwear may not be worn outside of guest rooms with the exception of the swimming pools and spa. Locker rooms are provided at both pools. Children 10 and older are to have attire similar to that of adults. Tank tops, cut-offs, short shorts, sweatpants, men’s hats and baseball caps are not permitted at any of the dining venues.

MAIN DINING ROOM

Breakfast:

Exercise attire is not permitted.

Resort attire is required (collared sport shirts, sweaters, jackets, dress slacks and walking shorts). If denim is your attire preference, well-kept denim in a dark shade is ours. Hats are not allowed to be worn, but bonnets are always in style for the ladies.

Dinner:

Ladies and gentlemen in their finest. Jacket and tie required for men and dresses or evening suits for women. Men’s hats and baseball caps are not permitted.

LOBBY BAR AND PRIME 44 WEST

Business casual attire. Jackets are suggested for gentlemen. The restaurant enjoys an upscale and inviting environment. If denim is your attire preference, well-kept denim in a dark shade is ours. Men’s hats and baseball caps are not permitted.

DRAPER’S

Casual attire. Men’s hats and baseball caps are not permitted.

JJ’S AND SLAMMIN’ SAMMY’S

Resort attire is required (collared sport shirts, sweaters, jackets, dress slacks and walking shorts). The restaurant enjoys a relaxed environment. If denim is your attire preference, well-kept denim in a dark shade is ours. Men’s hats and baseball caps are not permitted.

TREE TOPS CAFÉ

Casual attire including appropriate swimwear is acceptable.

THE CASINO CLUB AT THE GREENBRIER, TWELVE OAKS, IN-FUSION AND GREENBRIER ROYALE (ADULTS ONLY 21+)

Before 7:00 PM:

Resort attire is required (collared sport shirts, sweaters, jackets, dress slacks and walking shorts). If denim is your attire preference, well-kept denim in a dark shade is ours.

After 7:00 PM:

Business casual attire. Jackets are required for gentlemen. If denim is your attire preference, well-kept denim in a dark shade is ours. Men’s hats and baseball caps are not permitted.

SPORTS AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Appropriate attire for exercise activity is permitted in these areas only.

Golf, Golf Academy and Tennis:

No denim.

Collared sport shirts, golf and/or tennis sweaters, shirts or blouses, slacks, walking shorts, Bermuda shorts, knickers, golf and/or tennis shorts (for tennis only). Shoes must have light colored soles for indoor tennis.

Outdoor Activities:

Appropriate attire for the specific recreational activity is required. Jeans are considered appropriate for horseback riding, carriage rides, hiking, fishing, biking, hunting, falconry, Gun Club, off-road driving and designated theme parties (group activities). Swimwear and shorts are appropriate for whitewater rafting and kayaking.

CAFÉ CARLETON, THE FORUM, SAM SNEAD’S

Resort attire is required (collared sport shirts, sweaters, jackets, dress slacks and walking shorts). The restaurant enjoys an upscale and inviting environment. If denim is your attire preference, well-kept denim in a dark shade is ours. Men’s hats and baseball caps are not permitted.